
Modeling
Development of

Written Language

The nature of writing changes with

development. (Berninger & Chquoy, 2012)

 

Beginning writers have little preparation

to reflect and plan before writing. They

revise minimally. (McCutchen, 2006)

 

Students transition from learning to write

to writing to learn from fourth grade.

Sociocultural

Strategic

Various models
of writing

Three Parts

Writing consists of
3 parts: planning,
translating, and
reviewing (Hayes &
Flowers, 1980).

Revised Model

The revised model
further incorporates
more cognitive
processes such as
motivation for
writing, writing
context, and
working memory
(Hayes, 1996).

Writing has a purpose
in a sociocultural
context (Nystrand,
2006).

Writing is a complex
strategic activity
(Berninger & Winn,
2006; Torrance &
Galbraith, 2006).

Instructional
Componenets

Instructional components
for effective writing
instruction: transcription
(handwriting and
spelling), executive
functions (planning,
translating, and revising)
(Berninger et al., 2002).

The study was made for the purpose of modeling the
different ways in which individuals develop their writing

skills. Writing samples are from 1st and 4th grade students.

Four factors
representing

writing quality
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Syntactic complexity

Productivity: total # of

words; # of different

words

Spelling and

punctuation: number

of spelling errors,

number of

capitalization errors,

number of errors

involving a period

Macro-organization:

use of topic sentence;

number of ideas; order

of ideas
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Students who are
proficient with
handwriting and
devote more
attentional
resources to other
aspects of writing.

Handwriting
fluency is important
for both macro-
organization and
productivity for
both 1st and 4th
graders.

It is necessary to assess individual
students’ strengths and weaknesses at the

word, sentence, and discourse level to tailor
instruction and meet students’ needs.
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